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HOW TO TALK WITH THOSE ON

DIFFERENT SIDES OF

THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM

Listen
Think about how willing are you to listen; are you going to start a conversation to

share your views? Are you in a place where you feel like you can really listen?

Consent
Think about consent; Ask, “Do you feel like talking about this? Do you feel like listneing? Do you feel

like sharing your opinion? 

Consider saying, “I'm willing to listen if you're willing to listen”

You should be sure that others are willing to shift their perspective before you try to shift it; if not, it

may not be time to talk about the issue.

Allow the other person to center themselves for a moment when they think about that (willing to shift

the perspective).

If somebody were going to come to you from the other side and share their opinion, how willing would

you be to listen?

If you're not willing to listen, then you're probably not ready to have the conversation.

For now, it might be better to talk to/spend time with folks that you feel safe with, that you are

comfortable talking to, and when you can tolerate hearing the other side of an issue, that's the

beginning of the process.

Consent is crucial

People will consent or dissent based on their actions and attitudes so we might as well make it explicit

and verbal.

If there’s no consent, there could be arguing, name calling, shutting down, stonewalling. It's much

better to get a ‘No’ than to get stonewalled, gaslighted, and shut down. 

If we are going to ask for consent, then we need to be ok with hearing a ‘No’.



HOW TO TALK WITH THOSE ON

DIFFERENT SIDES OF

THE POLITICAL SPECTRUM

Connect
Think about what connects us and binds us and start there.

If you’re going to have a conversation and you’re really willing to listen to the other side; and 

you really want the other side to listen, you should start by trying to find common ground.

What do we agree on? Do we agree that this country is a good place for us? Do we agree that we have 

a shared history, that we really love each other? Then go from there.

What's your goal? Is your goal to change their mind?

When you ask yourself “could they change your [mind]?” and the answer is “no” then

you may not want to have the conversation.

Self-Preservation
It’s about self-preservation as well. You don't need to spend your energy and face pain or discomfort

abou issues that are so critical and important to you. Do you really want to hear someone disagree

with you about something so critical as, say, whether Black Lives Matter?

If they don't really want to hear it and you're not really willing to listen either, you have just scraped

your sweet little butterfly wings all over the ground for nothing.

It is OK to be insulted from that.

You're ready to have the conversation when you're ready to listen, and you are open to the possibility

of changing your own mind, and when everybody consents to that.

 Ask yourself: Are you really ready to listen are you really ready to have a conversation where you

would shift? Also try to imagine that you're the other person. Everyone is fighting for their lives. We

are deeply divided and we are clinging to what we believe in.

If we can’t talk about a topic together at least we can agree not to talk about it together. That is a

little bit of a connection there like a mutual respect that you have autonomy, and you don't need to

force your ideas on others.



It is really important to take breaks. That sounds so simple but there's so much difficulty in simply allowing

us to give ourselves what we need.

It's really important to take breaks from social media.

You don't need to be personally traumatized by images of racial injustice or violence to fight for black

lives, to advocate for equity. 

You can divest from racism, systemic racism, whiteness, patriarchy without traumatizing yourself. 

If you're somebody who really needs to see the videos, I encourage you to do that.

If you're somebody who feels like you have to see them, this is even for my non-black counterparts,  because

sometimes there's some white guilt and they feel like “I have to watch these videos - I can’t just opt out

because I'm privileged” and I'm saying “yes you can” because trauma and privilege are two sides of the

spectrum and just because you're privileged doesn’t mean you have to traumatize yourself.

You want to use privilege as a platform and if you're traumatized that platform gets harder and harder to

stand on.

Our ancestors didn't always have the option to take a break and so I am standing on their shoulders and I am

going to take the luxury they afforded me to rest.

You're the only one who can do it - nobody else can give you a break.

We're always waiting for somebody else to give us permission to give ourselves what we need. Nobody can do

that.

Other people don't know what I need; I know what I need.

Nobody is more responsible for meeting your needs than you.

Nobody on the planet is more responsible for meeting your needs than you and you don't have to allow

anybody to stand in the way between you and your needs.

My needs are my responsibility. I know what I need and I'm the only one who can give that to myself.

COMBATING FATIGUE


